
Tuesday, May 8, 2018 
 
Hello friends, 
 
Pete & I welcome your suggestions and feedback regarding the 
2018 ‘Vous.   
 
I’ve put together an evaluation form.  It is copied below this 
message, and available as a Microsoft Word document and as 
PDF on the website. 
 
Feel free to address as many or as few questions as you like, but 
know that we read ‘em all, and they make a difference in how we 
plan for next year. 
 
Speaking of next year, write “Rendezvous! May 16-19, 2019” in 
your calendars – We’ve reserved Hull Park for another ‘Vous! 
 
Thanks for letting us know your thoughts, 
Mick Doherty & Pete Ballerstedt 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
 

Hammer Dulcimer Rendezvouz 2018 
Suggestions & Feedback 

What went well? What could be improved? 
 
***Please know that we’re the only two who'll read your 
comments, no one else.  
 
1- Facili t ies --  
 
 
2- Workshops /  Instructors –  
 
For each of the workshops you attended, would you 
take another workshop lead by this instructor?  Any 
constructive feedback that we could provide them?  -- 
Anonymously, of course, except in the case of Mick, who has a 
short attention span and can take a few hits -- 
 



• Marina Albero 
 
 
•  Simon Chrisman 
 
 
•  Carolyn Cruso 
 
 
•  Mick Doherty 
 
 
•  Rick Fogel 
 
 
•  Stephen Humphries  
 
 
•  Lawrence Huntley 
 
 
•  Matt Olsen 
 
 
•  Hossein Salehi 
 
 
•  Steve Schneider 
 
 
•  Carl Thor  
 
 
3-  Panel Discussions – Let us know which you 
attended, and if  you found them useful,  etc… 
 
• Tuning, Stringing, and More 
Connie Celustka & Rick Fogel  
 
  



•   Low-Carbon Long Distance Live Lessons via 
Facetime/Skype/Zoom and Tin Cans w/ String! 
Steve Schneider,  Carolyn Cruso, Leann Onishi,   
Mike Ingram 
 
 
What Panel Discussion topics,  if  any, would you like to 
see revisited? 
 
What Panel Discussion topics would you like to see 
introduced? 
 
Stephen’s generous and informative “pop up” Damper 
Demo proved quite popular.    We are inspired to try to 
squeeze in some more “mini sessions” as interest arises.   
Perhaps concurrent sessions designed more along the 
“lecture-demo” model would be useful.  
Let us know your thoughts.  
 
 
4- Jams…  We had trouble scheduling “organized jams” 
this year,  with performances, Open Mic and Dance (and 
the bonus overtime instructors mega-jam in the dorm 
lobby on Saturday night!)   
In the past we’ve had an instructor as a “leader” for 
Intermediate and Novice jams – on Friday night,  and 
the Open Mic on Saturday night.    
Given our limited evening time, perhaps it  would be 
more useful for Novice and Intermediate players to 
have some scheduled workshop time dedicated to 
“Jamming Skills” during daylight hours.   We could 
focus on learning and applying useful ensemble skills:   
How to finding chords and harmony; interpreting and 
playing along with unfamiliar music on the fly; writing 
and playing from chord charts,  again, on the fly…    
Please share your thoughts on this idea. 
 
 
5- Dance on Saturday night!  
This year we had some curious synchronicity on 



Saturday night.   We moved the Dance to the Lodge, 
which gave us more room, and also had the engaging 
and impromptu instructors jam going on in the Dorm 
Lobby, which kept a few folks from the Dance.  Some 
theorize that the energy of the dance band and the jam 
session occuring such close proximity created the 
electric storm that resulted in a great display of thunder 
and lightning!   
Dancing, of course, is  intrinsically linked to the most 
played HD tunes in the standard Euro-American 
melting pot repertoire.   Jigs,  reels,  waltzes,  
schottisches, hornpipes, polkas, hambos, mazurkas, 
hambos…  knowing the dance informs the playing of 
the tunes.  Bring yer dancing shoes! 
 
 
 
6- Meals –   
 
General meal comments – 
 
 
Specialty diet thoughts/comments  –  (We’re hoping that 
Chef Chris Botcheos can get his crew together for another year!)  
 
 
7-  Likes/changes/additions – 
 
What was the one thing you liked the most? 
 
 
What one thing would you change or add? 
 
 
What would you tell  someone who was thinking about 
coming to HDR '19? 
 
 
8 -  Future instructors --   
 



Which instructor(s) would you like to the see at future 
Rendezvous?  
For the ’19 ‘Vous we’re bringing back Patti Amelotte and Tina 
Bergmann, both whom got great reviews in their single 
appearances in past years. We’ve been strategizing for a few years 
how to get them here at the same time, and for 2019 it worked out!  
If you have instructors you’d like to see at the ‘Vous,  please let us 
know – return instructors are welcome, but we also welcome 
suggestions for folks we haven’t yet had the pleasure of hosting.   
 
Thanks again, 
 
Mick Doherty 
2015 NE 54th Ave. 
Portland, OR 97213-2775 
503-282-2165 
mick@nwdulcimer.com 
http://www.nwdulcimer.com 
 
 
 


